WORKSHOPS

The following workshops were conducted to enhance the practical knowledge of the students:

- Department of Microbiology organized a State level workshop on “Intellectual Property Rights and their Implications” by Dr B. Deepa, Patent Attorney, Intellpat Patent Solutions, Chennai and Mr.Ahilan, Deputy Controller of Patent and Design, Govt. of India, Chennai on 22.01.2020

- Department of Mathematics organized an online workshop on Python Programming – Introduction by Jishnu Radhakrishnan, Senior project Developer, Pantech Solutions Technology for the PG students of the Department for 10 days between 4th to 15th May 2020. Even the faculty members of the members attended the workshop.

- Department of Corporate Secretaryship organized an online workshop for three days between 4th to 6th June 2020 on The emerging role of a Company Secretary in Corporate Governance by Ms. Meenakshi Jayaraman, Director, Corporate And Secretarial Law, Dvs Advisors Llp